Complex prokaryotic genome structure: rapid evolution of chromosome II.
Although many bacteria with two chromosomes have been sequenced, the roles of such complex genome structuring are still unclear. To uncover levels of chromosome I (CI) and chromosome II (CII) sequence divergence, Mauve 2.2.0 was used to align the CI- and CII-specific sequences of bacteria with complex genome structuring in two sets of comparisons: the first set was conducted among the CI and CII of bacterial strains of the same species, while the second set was conducted among the CI and CII of species in Alphaproteobacteria that possess two chromosomes. The analyses revealed a rapid evolution of CII-specific DNA sequences compared with CI-specific sequences in a majority of organisms. In addition, levels of protein divergence between CI-specific and CII-specific genes were determined using phylogenetic analyses and confirmed the DNA alignment findings. Analysis of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions revealed that the structural and functional constraints on CI and CII genes are not significantly different. Also, horizontal gene transfer estimates in selected organisms demonstrated that CII in many species has acquired higher levels of horizontally transferred segments than CI. In summary, rapid evolution of CII may perform particular roles for organisms such as aiding in adapting to specialized niches.